
Item no.: 376671

MC-835 - for working in standing & sitting position

from 163,32 EUR
Item no.: 376671

shipping weight: 22.00 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
A modern desk with automatic height adjustment, Maclean MC-835.The desk ensures optimum workplace ergonomics and extensive adjustment options. Maclean MC-835 is the
answer to the sedentary lifestyle we experience at home and at work. Change your position at your desk to a standing position and sit down again when you need to. You will feel a
big difference as this simple change will improve your efficiency, comfort and working speed.The main advantage of this model is the electric height and function control via the
control panel.Thanks to the built-in electric motor, you can adjust the height from 72 to 122 cm.Specification- Integrated control panel- Electric height adjustment: 72 - 122 cm-
Maximum load: 37 kg- 4 non-slip feet- Timer function- Collision avoidance system- Ability to remember 3 elements- Desk height: 72 - 122 cm (adjustable)- Table top dimensions:
approx. 80 x 40 cm- Keyboard drawer dimensions: approx. 79.3 x 30 cm- Distance between tips: approx. 9.7 cm- Black colour- Weight: 22 kgSet includes- Maclean MC-835 electric
desk- Installation instructions- Manufacturer's packaging- Proof of purchaseThe memory function allows you to save 3 different height positions. This option saves you time and
allows you to easily change the current height of the worktop to your favourite positions at the touch of a button.The timer function reminds you when to switch from sitting to
standing to maintain a healthy working rhythm.The collision avoidance system stops the desk top from lowering or raising when it hits an obstacle.Features- Anti-collision system-
Black colour- Infinitely variable electric height adjustment from 72 - 122 cm- Memory of 3 positions- Easy operation via the integrated control panel- Dimensions of the desk top:
approx. 80 x 40 cm- Dimensions of the keyboard drawer: approx. 79.3 x 30 cm
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